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(54) ADAPTIVE MOBILITY LIFT

(57) An adaptive lift includes a base portion including
a plurality of rollers, a lift portion coupled to the base
portion, the lift portion including a mast extending upward
from the base portion in a vertical direction and a lift arm
coupled to the mast, a lift bar coupled to the lift arm, a lift
system coupled to the base portion and the lift arm, where
the lift system raises and lowers the lift bar with respect
to the base portion, a support arm pivotally coupled to
the mast and positioned above the base portion in the
vertical direction, and a braking system coupled to the
support arm, the braking system including a release han-
dle that selectively repositions the braking system be-
tween an engaged position, in which the braking system
prevents rotation of the plurality of rollers, and a disen-
gaged position, in which the plurality of rollers may rotate.
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Description

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to pa-
tient lift assists, and more particularly to an adaptive mo-
bility lift.
[0002] Recent medical advances have allowed more
patients to survive serious injuries or disease processes
than ever before. Unfortunately, the period of bed rest
required for recovery often leads to severe deterioration
of muscle strength and a corresponding inability of the
patient to support full body weight upon standing. It is
challenging for rehabilitation specialists to help these pa-
tients regain the ability to stand and begin ambulation,
and the challenge is especially great for obese patients.
A common technique in conventional practice is to sum-
mon as many colleagues as practical to lift and maneuver
the weakened patient to a standing position while he or
she attempts to bear full weight through the lower ex-
tremities. This technique is not only dangerous, because
of the risk of a fall, but it is also psychologically degrading
for the patient as the activity reinforces the patient’s de-
pendence on others.
[0003] Lifting devices, such as patient lifts used in the
healthcare industry may be utilized to move a patient
between various positions, such as moving from a bed
to a standing position and moving from a sitting position
to a standing position. Patient lifts may be equipped with
a sling that is coupled to a lifting arm that is utilized to lift
the patient. However, conventional patient lifts may move
the patient between the various positions by applying a
constant or predetermined force to lift the patient, such
that the patient moves between the various positions
without supporting themselves.
[0004] Accordingly, a need exists for alternative adap-
tive mobility lifts that selectively provide variable force to
lift a patient, thereby allowing the patient to progressively
support themselves without assistance.
[0005] In one embodiment, an adaptive lift system in-
cludes a base portion including a plurality of rollers, a lift
portion coupled to the base portion, the lift portion includ-
ing a mast extending upward from the base portion in a
vertical direction and a lift arm coupled to the mast, a lift
bar coupled to the lift arm, and a lift system coupled to
the base portion and the lift arm, where the lift system
raises and lowers the lift bar with respect to the base
portion in the vertical direction, the lift system including
an electronic controller including a processor and a mem-
ory storing computer readable and executable instruc-
tions, a motor communicatively coupled to the electronic
controller, a linking member engaged with the motor, an
integrated scale positioned within the lift bar and com-
municatively coupled to the electronic controller, and a
user input communicatively coupled to the electronic con-
troller
[0006] In another embodiment, an adaptive lift includes
a base portion including a plurality of rollers, a lift portion
coupled to the base portion, the lift portion including a
mast extending upward from the base portion in a vertical

direction and a lift arm coupled to the mast, a lift bar
coupled to the lift arm, a lift system coupled to the base
portion and the lift arm, where the lift system raises and
lowers the lift bar with respect to the base portion in the
vertical direction, a support arm pivotally coupled to the
mast and positioned above the base portion in the vertical
direction, and a braking system coupled to the support
arm, the braking system including a release handle that
selectively repositions the braking system between an
engaged position, in which the braking system prevents
rotation of the plurality of rollers, and a disengaged po-
sition, in which the plurality of rollers may rotate.
[0007] The invention will now be further described by
way of example with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 schematically depicts a perspective view of
an adaptive mobility lift according to one or more
embodiments shown or described herein;

FIG. 2 schematically depicts a rear perspective view
of the adaptive mobility lift of FIG. 1 and a lift system
according to one or more embodiments shown or
described herein;

FIG. 3 schematically depicts a rear perspective view
of the adaptive mobility lift of FIG. 1 and another lift
system according to one or more embodiments
shown or described herein;

FIG. 4 schematically depicts a block diagram of an
electronic controller for use with the adaptive mobility
lift of FIG. 1 according to one or more embodiments
shown or described herein;

FIG. 5 schematically depicts a perspective view of
the adaptive mobility lift of FIG. 1 with a patient in a
bed according to one or more embodiments shown
or described herein;

FIG. 6 schematically depicts a perspective view of
the adaptive mobility lift of FIG. 1 assisting a patient
between a sitting position and a standing position
according to one or more embodiments shown or
described herein;

FIG. 7 schematically depicts a flowchart of one em-
bodiment of a method for operating the adaptive mo-
bility lift of FIG. 1 between a sitting position and a
standing position according to one or more embod-
iments shown or described herein;

FIG. 8 schematically depicts a perspective view of
the adaptive mobility lift of FIG. 1 assisting a patient
between a standing position and a sitting position
according to one or more embodiments shown or
described herein;
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FIG. 9 schematically depicts a flowchart of one em-
bodiment of a method for operating the adaptive mo-
bility lift of FIG. 1 between a standing position and a
sitting position according to one or more embodiment
shown or described herein;

FIG. 10 schematically depicts a perspective view of
the adaptive mobility lift of FIG. 1 assisting a patient
walking according to one or more embodiments
shown or described herein; and

FIG. 11 schematically depicts a flowchart of one em-
bodiment of a method for operating the adaptive mo-
bility lift of FIG. 1 to assist a patient walking according
to one or more embodiments shown or described
herein.

[0008] Reference will now be made in detail to embod-
iments of adaptive lifts, examples of which are illustrated
in the accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, the
same reference numerals will be used throughout the
drawings to refer to the same or like parts. One embod-
iment of adaptive lift is depicted in FIG. 1. In one embod-
iment, an adaptive lift includes a base portion including
a plurality of rollers, a lift portion coupled to the base
portion, the lift portion including a mast extending upward
from the base portion in a vertical direction and a lift arm
coupled to the mast. The adaptive lift includes a lift bar
coupled to the lift arm, a lift system coupled to the base
portion and the lift arm, where the lift system raises and
lowers the lift bar with respect to the base portion. The
adaptive lift further includes a support arm pivotally cou-
pled to the mast and positioned above the base portion
in the vertical direction, and a braking system coupled to
the support arm, the braking system including a release
handle that selectively repositions the braking system
between an engaged position, in which the braking sys-
tem prevents rotation of the plurality of rollers, and a dis-
engaged position, in which the plurality of rollers may
rotate. Adaptive lifts will be described in more detail here-
in with specific reference to the appended drawings.
[0009] As used herein, the term "longitudinal direction"
refers to the forward-rearward direction of the lift (i.e., in
the +/- X-direction as depicted). The term "lateral direc-
tion" refers to the cross-direction of the lift (i.e., in the +/-
Y-direction as depicted), and is transverse to the longi-
tudinal direction. The term "vertical direction" refers to
the upward-downward direction of the lift (i.e., in the +/-
Z-direction as depicted).
[0010] The phrase "communicatively coupled" is used
herein to describe the interconnectivity of various com-
ponents of the adaptive lift and means that the compo-
nents are connected either through wires, optical fibers,
or wirelessly such that electrical, optical, and/or electro-
magnetic signals may be exchanged between the com-
ponents.
[0011] Referring now to FIG. 1, an adaptive lift 100 is
schematically depicted. The adaptive lift 100 includes a

base portion 110 and a lift portion 130 that includes a
mast 132 and a lift arm 134. The base portion 110 in-
cludes a first leg 112 and a second leg 114 that extend
in the longitudinal direction, where the first leg 112 and
the second leg 114 are spaced apart from one another
in the lateral direction. A plurality of rollers 116 are cou-
pled to the first leg 112 and the second leg 114. In par-
ticular, a pair of the plurality of rollers 116 may be coupled
to the first leg 112 and a pair of the plurality of rollers 116
may be coupled to the second leg 114. The plurality of
rollers 116 are rotatably coupled to the first leg 112 and
the second leg 114 such that the plurality of rollers 116
rotate with respect to the first leg 112 and the second leg
114 to facilitate movement of the adaptive lift 100 across
a surface, such as a floor.
[0012] The adaptive lift 100 includes at least one weld-
ment 120 that is coupled to the first leg 112 and/or the
second leg 114. In particular, the weldment 120 may be
coupled to a first outward-facing surface 113 of the first
leg 112 and another weldment 120 may be coupled to a
second outward-facing surface 115 (FIG. 2) of the sec-
ond leg 114. Alternatively, the weldments 120 may be
integrally formed with the first outward-facing surface 113
of the first leg 112 and/or the second outward-facing sur-
face 115 of the second leg 114. Each of the weldments
120 may selectively and severally couple medical equip-
ment to the adaptive lift 100, such as a monitor stand 190
as shown in FIG. 1, an intravenous solution stand (not
depicted), or other medical equipment.
[0013] The lift portion 130 includes the mast 132 that
is coupled to and extends upward from the base portion
110 in the vertical direction. In particular, the mast 132
is coupled to the first leg 112 and the second leg 114. In
the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, the mast 132 is cen-
trally positioned between the first leg 112 and the second
leg 114 in the lateral direction. The mast 132 may also
be centrally positioned on the first leg 112 and the second
leg 114 in the longitudinal direction such that at least a
portion of the first leg 112 and the second leg 114 extend
forward of the mast 132 in the longitudinal direction (i.e.,
in the - X-direction) and at least a portion of the first leg
112 and the second leg 114 extend rearward of the mast
132 in the longitudinal direction (i.e., in the + X-direction).
At positions forward of the mast 132 in the longitudinal
direction, the first leg 112 and the second leg 114 are
spaced apart from one another by a distance 10 in the
lateral direction. At positions that are proximate to the
mast 132 in the longitudinal direction, the first leg 112
and the second leg 114 are spaced apart from one an-
other by a distance 12 in the lateral direction, where the
distance 10 is greater than the distance 12. Accordingly,
the first leg 112 and the second leg 114 splay outward
from each other forward of the mast 132, such that a
patient may be positioned and may walk between the
first leg 112 and the second leg 114 at positions forward
of the mast 132 in the longitudinal direction. Additionally,
the splayed shape of the first leg 112 and the second leg
114 may allow multiple adaptive lifts 100 to be stored in
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a nested configuration (not depicted).
[0014] The lift portion 130 includes a pair of support
arms 136 that are pivotally coupled to the mast 132. The
support arms 136 are positioned above the base portion
110 in the vertical direction and are spaced apart from
one another in the lateral direction such that a patient
may stand between and grasp onto the support arms
136. The support arms 136 are repositionable between
a stowed position (not depicted) and a support position,
as shown in FIG. 1. In the support position, the support
arms 136 extend forward from the mast 132 in the lon-
gitudinal direction. The support arms 136 are pivotally
coupled to the mast 132 at a support arm pivot joint 138,
and the support arms 136 pivot with respect to the mast
132 about the support arm pivot joint 138. In particular,
the support arms 136 pivot about the support arm pivot
joint 138 in a direction 20 such that the support arms 136
may be repositioned from the support position to the
stowed position, such that multiple adaptive assists may
be stored in a nested configuration.
[0015] Referring to FIG. 2, the adaptive lift 100 includes
a braking system 140 that is coupled to the support arms
136. The braking system 140 includes a release handle
142 coupled to the support arms 136 such that a user or
patient may grasp the release handle 142. The release
handle 142 is coupled to the plurality of rollers 116 such
that the release handle 142 selectively applies a force to
prevent rotation of the plurality of rollers 116. In embod-
iments, the braking system 140 may include various com-
ponents to couple the release handle 142 to the plurality
of rollers 116, including, but not limited to, bowden cables,
mechanical connectors, rods, hydraulic hoses, or the like.
[0016] In embodiments, the braking system 140 further
includes one or more foot pedals 144 coupled to the first
leg 112 and/or the second leg 114. The foot pedals 144
are coupled to the plurality of rollers 116 such that the
foot pedals 144 selectively apply a force to the plurality
of rollers 116 to prevent rotation of the plurality of rollers
116.
[0017] The braking system 140 is repositionable be-
tween an engaged position and a disengaged position.
In particular, a user or patient may grasp the release han-
dle 142 and pull the release handle 142 toward the sup-
port arms 136 in direction 22 to reposition the braking
system 140 from the engaged position to the disengaged
position. In the disengaged position, the plurality of rollers
116 may rotate freely, allowing the adaptive lift 100 to
move over a surface, such as a floor. When the user or
patient releases the release handle 142, the braking sys-
tem 140 is repositioned from the disengaged position into
the engaged position. In the engaged position, the brak-
ing system 140 prevents rotation of the plurality of rollers
116, thereby restricting movement of the adaptive lift 100
across a surface, such as a floor.
[0018] Alternatively or in addition to the release handle
142, the foot pedals 144 reposition the braking system
140 into the engaged position. For example, a user such
as a rehabilitation specialist, may step on at least one of

the foot pedals 144 and rotate the foot pedal or foot pedals
144 in direction 24 to position the braking system 140
into the engaged position, thereby preventing rotation of
the rollers 116 and restricting movement of the adaptive
lift 100 across a surface, such as a floor. The user may
release the foot pedal 144 rotating the foot pedal 144 in
direction 26. While direction 24 and direction 26 are de-
picted as the clockwise direction and the counterclock-
wise direction, respectively, it should be understood that
the foot pedals 144 may move or rotate in any suitable
direction to change the braking system 140 between the
engaged position and the disengaged position.
[0019] In embodiments of the braking system 140 that
include both the release handle 142 and the foot pedals
144, the foot pedals 144 may engage the braking system
140 regardless of the position of the release handle 142.
In other words, when the user or rehabilitation specialist
rotates the foot pedal 144 to engage the braking system
140, the braking system 140 may remain engaged until
the user or rehabilitation specialist releases the foot pedal
144, regardless of the position of the release handle 142.
In this way, a rehabilitation specialist may engage the
braking system 140 to stabilize and control the position
of the adaptive lift 100 when assisting a patient between
various positions.
[0020] The adaptive lift 100 includes the lift arm 134
that is coupled to the mast 132. The lift arm 134 is pivotally
coupled to the mast 132 at a lift arm pivot joint 139 such
that the lift arm 134 pivots with respect to the mast 132
in direction 20. By pivoting with respect to the mast 132,
a lift end 135 of the lift arm 134 may be raised and lowered
with respect to the base portion 110 of the adaptive lift
100 in the vertical direction. Additionally, the lift arm 134
may be repositioned between a support position, as de-
picted in FIG. 2, and a stowed position (not depicted). To
reposition the lift arm 134 from the support position to
the stowed position, the lift arm 134 rotates in direction
20 such that multiple adaptive lifts 100 be stored in a
nested configuration (not depicted).
[0021] A lift bar 180 is coupled to the lift end 135 of the
lift arm 134. The lift bar 180 is severally coupled to the
lift end 135 of the lift arm 134, and may couple a sling
182 to the lift end 135 of the lift arm 134. The sling 182
accommodates a patient and can be utilized to lift and/or
support a patient in various activities, for example lifting
a patient from a sitting position to a standing position,
assisting a patient from a standing position to a sitting
position, and assisting a patient walking. In embodi-
ments, the sling 182 includes one or more access holes
186 to accommodate a patient’s arms and legs. The sling
182 may further include one or more seams 184 that are
connected to the access holes 186, where sling 182 may
be selectively separated along the seams 184 to allow a
patient to position their arms and/or legs in the access
holes 186. In embodiments, the seams 184 may include
a variety of fasteners, including but not limited to, zippers,
hook and loop straps, buttons, or the like.
[0022] The adaptive lift 100 includes a lift system 150
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that facilitates movement of the lift bar 180 and the sling
182 with respect to the base portion 110. The lift system
150 includes a motor 152, a linking member 154 coupled
to the motor 152, and a driven member 158 that is coupled
to both the linking member 154 and the lift arm 134.
[0023] The motor 152 includes a motor base 151 that
is coupled to the base portion 110 of the adaptive lift 100
and may be positioned between the first leg 112 and the
second leg 114. Alternatively or additionally, the motor
base 151 may be coupled to the mast 132 of the adaptive
lift 100. The motor 152 includes a motor shaft 153 that
rotates with respect to the motor base 151. The motor
152 may include an electrical motor, such as an AC mo-
tor, DC motor, a reduction gear motor, or the like.
[0024] The linking member 154 is coupled to the motor
shaft 153 of the motor and extends between the motor
152 and the driven member 158. In the embodiment de-
picted in FIG. 2, the linking member 154 includes a chain
156 that extends upwards from the base portion 110 be-
tween the motor 152 and the driven member 158. The
driven member 158 includes a sprocket 160 that is en-
gaged with the linking member 154 such that when the
motor 152 causes the linking member 154 to rotate, the
linking member 154 causes the driven member 158 to
rotate. Alternatively, the linking member 154 and the driv-
en member 158 may include a belt and a pulley, respec-
tively, that are coupled to the motor 152, such that when
the motor 152 causes the linking member 154 to rotate,
the linking member 154 causes the driven member 158
to rotate.
[0025] The driven member 158 is coupled to the lift
arm 134 such that when the driven member 158 rotates,
the driven member 158 causes the lift arm 134 to rotate,
for example in direction 20 to lift the lift end 135 of the lift
arm 134 with respect to the base portion 110. As de-
scribed above, the lift bar 180 is severally coupled to the
lift arm 134, and accordingly is severally coupled to the
lift system 150 through the lift arm 134. As the lift arm
134 rotates, the lift end 135 of the lift arm 134 is raised
or lowered with respect to the base portion 110, thereby
raising or lowering the lift bar 180 with respect to the base
portion 110. Accordingly, through the motor 152, the link-
ing member 154, and the driven member 158, the lift
system 150 may selectively raise or lower the lift bar 180
of the adaptive lift 100 with respect to the base portion
110 in the vertical direction.
[0026] In embodiments, the motor 152 and/or the driv-
en member 158 may include a one-way ratchet 172 that
may selectively prohibit lowering the lift bar 180 in the
vertical direction. In particular, when engaged, the one-
way ratchet 172 may allow the driven member 158 to
rotate in a first direction to raise the lift bar 180 in the
vertical direction, but may prohibit the driven member
158 from rotating in a second direction to lower the lift
bar 180 in the vertical direction, for example when the
adaptive lift 100 is utilized to assist a patient between a
sitting position and a standing position, as will be de-
scribed in greater detail herein.

[0027] The lift arm 134 includes a position sensor 170
coupled to the lift arm 134 that detects the position of the
lift arm 134 with respect to the mast 132. As the lift bar
180 is coupled to the lift end 135 of the lift arm 134, the
position of the lift arm 134 with respect to the mast 132
may be indicative of the position of the lift bar 180 with
respect to the base portion 110 in the vertical direction.
Alternatively or additionally, the motor 152 may include
a position sensor 170 that detects the rotational position
of the linking member 154 and/or the motor shaft 153
with respect to the motor base 151. As the lift bar 180 is
coupled to the linking member 154 and the motor shaft
153 of the motor 152 through the lift arm 134 and the
driven member 158, the rotational position of the linking
member 154 and/or the motor shaft 153 may be indicative
of the position of the lift bar 180 with respect to the base
portion 110 in the vertical direction. In embodiments, the
position sensor 170 may include various position detec-
tion devices, including, but not limited to, a rotary encod-
er, a string potentiometer, a linear variable differential
transducer (LVDT), a proximity sensor, or the like.
[0028] Referring to FIG. 3, another embodiment of a
lift system 250 for the adaptive lift 100 is depicted. In this
embodiment, the lift system 250 includes a motor 252
and a linking member 254 that is coupled to the motor
252 and the lift bar 180. Similar to the embodiment de-
picted in FIG. 2, the motor 252 includes a motor base
251 that is coupled to the base portion 110 of the adaptive
lift 100 and may be positioned between the first leg 112
and the second leg 114. Alternatively or additionally, the
motor base 251 may be coupled to the mast 132 and/or
the lift arm 134 of the adaptive lift 100. The motor 252
includes a motor shaft 253 that rotates with respect to
the motor base 251. The motor 252 may include an elec-
trical motor, such as an AC motor, DC motor, a reduction
gear motor or the like.
[0029] The linking member 254 is coupled to the motor
shaft 253 of the motor 252 and is directly and severally
coupled to the lift bar 180. In embodiments, the linking
member 254 is formed from a belt, a strap, a chain or the
like. The linking member 254 extends upward from the
motor 252, forward of the mast 132 along the lift arm 134,
and downward to the lift bar 180. When the motor 252
rotates, the linking member 254 may be paid out from or
drawn in to the motor 252, thereby raising or lowering
the lift bar 180 with respect to the base portion 110. In
the embodiment depicted in FIG. 3, the lift arm 134 may
also rotate in direction 20 to raise or lower the lift bar 180
or may remain stationary as the linking member 254 is
paid out or drawn up.
[0030] In embodiments, the motor 252 and/or the driv-
en member 258 may include a one-way ratchet 272 that
may selectively prohibit lowering the lift bar 180 in the
vertical direction. In particular, when engaged, the one-
way ratchet 272 may allow the driven member 258 to
move in a first direction to raise the lift bar 180 in the
vertical direction, but may prohibit the driven member
258 from moving in a second direction to lower the lift
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bar 180 in the vertical direction, for example when the
adaptive lift 100 is utilized to assist a patient between a
sitting position and a standing position, as will be de-
scribed in greater detail herein.
[0031] The motor 252 includes a position sensor 270
that detects the position of the linking member 254 and/or
the rotational position of the motor shaft 253 with respect
to the motor base 251 of the motor 252. As the lift bar
180 is coupled to the linking member 254, the position
of the linking member 254 and/or the motor shaft 253
may be indicative of the position of the lift bar 180 with
respect to the base portion 110 in the vertical direction.
Alternatively or additionally, the lift arm 134 and/or mast
132 may include a position sensor 270 coupled to the lift
arm 134 and/or the mast 132 that detects the position of
the linking member 254 with respect to the lift arm 134
and/or the mast 132. As the lift bar 180 is coupled to the
linking member 254, the position of the linking member
254 with respect to the lift arm 134 and/or the mast 132
may be indicative of the position of the lift bar 180 with
respect to the base portion 110 in the vertical direction.
In embodiments, the position sensor 270 may include
various position detection devices, including, but not lim-
ited to, a rotary encoder, a string potentiometer, a linear
variable differential transducer (LVDT), a proximity sen-
sor, or the like.
[0032] Referring to FIG. 4, the motor 152, 252 is com-
municatively coupled to an electronic controller 300. The
electronic controller 300 includes a processor and a
memory storing computer readable and executable in-
structions, which, when executed by the processor, fa-
cilitates operation of the adaptive lift 100.
[0033] A user input 124 is communicatively coupled to
the electronic controller 300. The user input 124 includes
a device that allows a user to input various parameters
into the electronic controller 300 to facilitate operation of
the adaptive lift 100. For example, a rehabilitation spe-
cialist or other healthcare professional may utilize the
user input 124 to communicate the weight of a patient to
the electronic controller 300 and a desired level of support
to be provided by the motor 152, 252, as will be described
in greater detail herein. In embodiments, the user input
124 may include various user input devices, including,
but not limited to, graphical user interfaces (GUIs), key-
boards, or the like.
[0034] The lift bar 180 (FIG. 2) includes an integrated
scale 181 positioned within the lift bar 180 that is com-
municatively coupled to the electronic controller 300. The
integrated scale 181 may include a load cell, as described
in U.S. Patent Application 14/518,706 filed on October
20, 2014 entitled "Sling Bar or Lift Strap Connector Hav-
ing an Integrated Scale with Tilt Compensation," the dis-
closure of which is hereby incorporated by reference.
When a patient is positioned in the sling 182, the inte-
grated scale 181 may detect force applied to the lift bar
180 by the patient through the sling 182.
[0035] In particular and referring to FIGS. 2 and 4,
when a patient is positioned within the sling 182, the pa-

tient exerts a downward force in the vertical direction to
the sling 182 and accordingly the lift bar 180. The inte-
grated scale 181 of the lift bar 180 detects the downward
force applied to the sling 182 by the patient, and based
on the downward force applied to the sling 182 by the
patient; the integrated scale 181 sends a signal to the
electronic controller 300 that is indicative of the force ap-
plied to the lift bar 180.
[0036] Referring to FIG. 4, the adaptive lift 100 further
includes a communications module 302 that is commu-
nicatively coupled to the electronic controller 300. The
communications module 302 emit a wireless signal that
may communicate various parameters from the electron-
ic controller 300 to external databases, such as detected
patient weight from the integrated scale 181 and the level
of support provided to the patient by the adaptive lift. The
communications module 302 may also communicatively
couple the electronic controller 300 to a patient support
apparatus 400 (FIG. 6), such as a hospital bed or chair,
such that the electronic controller 300 may command the
patient support apparatus 400 to perform a variety of
tasks, such as to raise or lower in the vertical direction,
as will be described in greater detail herein.
[0037] An acoustic transducer 304 is communicatively
coupled to the electronic controller. The acoustic trans-
ducer 304 may include an electromechanical element
configured to convert electrical energy into mechanical
energy such as, but not limited to, a speaker. The elec-
tronic controller may cause the acoustic transducer 304
to emit an alert or signal to alert a user that the patient
may require additional assistance, as will be described
in greater detail herein.
[0038] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 4, the adaptive lift 100
includes a call button 126 communicatively coupled to
the electronic controller 300. In embodiments, the call
button 126 is positioned on one of the support arms 136
such that a patient may access the call button 126 while
using the adaptive lift 100. The call button 126 may in-
clude an engaged position and a disengaged position
and may selectively engage and disengage the acoustic
transducer 304. Additionally, the call button 126 may se-
lectively emit a signal from the communications module
302 indicating that the patient requires assistance. The
signal emitted by the communications module 302 may
then be received by a computing device (not depicted),
such as a computer at a nurse’s station or a mobile de-
vice. The call button 126 may include any suitable manual
input device, including, but not limited to, a spring acti-
vated pushbutton, a proximity sensor, a capacitive touch
sensor, or the like.
[0039] Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6, the adaptive lift 100
may be utilized to assist a patient in transferring between
a sitting position and a standing position. The patient may
initially be positioned in the patient support apparatus
400. A rehabilitation specialist or other healthcare pro-
fessional may position the patient within the sling 182.
The patient may place his/her legs between the first leg
112 and the second leg 114 of the adaptive lift 100 and
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the patient may grasp and support themselves with the
support arms 136.
[0040] Referring to FIGS. 4, 6, 7 and 10, one embod-
iment of operating the adaptive lift 100 between a sitting
position and a standing position is depicted in the flow-
chart of FIG. 7. When the patient is in the sitting position,
as shown in FIG. 6, the lift bar 180 is positioned at a
height 30 with respect to the base portion 110 in the ver-
tical direction. As shown in FIG. 10, the adaptive lift 100
raises the lift bar 180 from the sitting position to a standing
position in which the lift bar 180 is positioned at a height
32 with respect to the base portion 110 in the vertical
direction, where the height 32 is greater than the height
30. In embodiments, the height 30 in the sitting position
and the height 32 in the standing position may depending
upon various factors, such as the patient’s height.
[0041] Referring to FIG. 7, in a first step 701, a user
may input a patient’s mass of X Ib and a desired level of
support Y% to the user input 124 which sends a signal
to the electronic controller 300 indicative of the patient’s
mass and the desired level of support. In some embod-
iments, the electronic controller 300 may store the pa-
tient’s mass of X Ib, such that a user may only enter the
desired level of support Y% at step 701. Additionally, in
some embodiments, the electronic controller 300 may
store an initial desired level of support Y% and may suc-
cessively reduce the desired level of support at a prede-
termined interval over a set time. For example, for each
successive day that a given patient utilizes the adaptive
lift 100, the electronic controller 300 may reduced the
desired level of support by 5% as the patient develops
strength.
[0042] At step 702, the electronic controller 300 re-
ceives the input mass and desired level of support and
executes the computer readable and executable instruc-
tions to command the motor 152, 252 to apply torque to
the motor shaft 153, 253 which applies a force to the
linking member 154, 254 to raise the lift bar 180 upward
in the vertical direction. In particular, the motor 152, 252
applies a force to the linking member 154, 254 such that
the upward force applied to the lift bar 180 corresponds
to the upward force necessary to lift a mass of Z Ib, where
Z Ib corresponds to the input patient mass of X Ib multi-
plied by the desired level of support Y%.
[0043] For example, a rehabilitation specialist or
healthcare professional may input a patient’s mass of
100 Ib and a desired level of support of 90% into the user
input 124 at step 701. At step 702, the electronic control-
ler 300 then commands the motor 152, 252 to apply
torque which applies an upward force to the lift bar 180
that corresponds to the upward force necessary to lift a
90 Ib mass (i.e., 100 Ib x 90%). In some embodiments,
the communications module 302 of the adaptive lift may
simultaneously command the patient support apparatus
400 to lower in the vertical direction to assist the patient
in moving from the sitting position to the standing position.
[0044] When the desired level of support is less that
100%, the upward force applied to the lift bar 180 is less

that the upward force that is necessary to lift the mass
of the patient. Accordingly, in such instances, the lift bar
180 may not move upward when opposed by all of the
patient’s body weight, such as when the patient is pas-
sive. However, as described above, the adaptive lift 100
includes the one-way ratchet 172, 272, which is coupled
to the motor 152, 252, and/or the linking member 154,
254. When moving the adaptive lift 100 between the sit-
ting position and the standing position, the one-way
ratchet 172 may be engaged such that the one-way ratch-
et 172 does not allow the lift bar 180 to lower in the vertical
direction. In this way, the adaptive lift 100 does not allow
the lift bar 180 to lower in the vertical direction, even when
the downward force associated with the patient’s body
weight applied to the lift bar 180 is greater than the up-
ward force applied to the lift bar 180 by the motor 152,
252.
[0045] Further, in some embodiments, the position
sensor 170, 270 may detect when the lift bar 180 does
not move upward in the vertical direction, such as when
the patient is passive. When the adaptive lift 100 is mov-
ing between the sitting position and the standing position
and the lift bar 180 does not move upward, the electronic
controller 300 may command the motor 152, 252 to apply
force to the linking member 154, 254 such that the lift bar
180 does not lower in the vertical direction. Additionally,
the electronic controller 300 may command the commu-
nications module 302 and/or the acoustic transducer 304
to emit a signal that the patient may require assistance.
[0046] When the patient supports themselves such
that the downward force associated with the patient’s
body weight applied to the lift bar 180 is less than the
upward force applied to the lift bar 180 by the motor 152,
252, the lift bar 180 moves upward in the vertical direc-
tion. The motor 152, 252 continues to apply force to the
linking member 154, 254 and accordingly the lift bar 180
until the patient is positioned in the standing position, as
depicted in FIG. 10. In embodiments, a user may input
a signal to the user input 124 which sends a signal the
electronic controller 300 to command the motor 152, 252
to stop rotating once the patient is in the standing position,
as depicted in FIG. 8.
[0047] In other embodiments, the position sensor 170,
270 may send a signal to the electronic controller 300
indicative of the position of the lift bar 180 in the vertical
direction. Once the position sensor 170, 270 detects that
the adaptive lift 100 is in the standing position, the elec-
tronic controller 300 may command the motor 152, 252
to stop rotating. For example, once the position sensor
170, 270 detects that the lift bar 180 is positioned at the
height 32 above the base portion 110 in the vertical di-
rection, the position sensor 170, 270 sends a signal to
the electronic controller 300 indicative of the position of
the lift bar 180 and the electronic controller 300 com-
mands the motor 152, 252 to stop rotating.
[0048] Referring to FIGS. 4, 6, 8, 9, and 10, one em-
bodiment of a method for moving an adaptive lift 100 from
a standing position to a sitting position is depicted in the
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flowchart of FIG. 9. The adaptive lift 100 lowers the lift
bar 180 from the standing position, as shown in FIG. 10,
in which the lift bar 180 is positioned at the height 32 with
respect to the base portion 110 in the vertical direction,
to the sitting position as shown in FIG. 6, in which the lift
bar 180 is positioned at the height 30 with respect to the
base portion 110 in the vertical direction, where the height
30 is less than the height 32. In embodiments, the height
30 in the sitting position and the height 32 in the standing
position may depend upon various factors, such as the
patient’s height.
[0049] Referring to FIG. 9, in a first step 901, a user
may input a patient’s mass of X Ib and a desired level of
support Y% to the user input 124 which sends a signal
to the electronic controller 300 indicative of the patient’s
mass and the desired level of support. In some embod-
iments, the electronic controller 300 may store the pa-
tient’s mass of X Ib, such that a user may only enter the
desired level of support Y% at step 901. Additionally, in
some embodiments, the electronic controller 300 may
store an initial desired level of support Y% and may suc-
cessively reduce the desired level of support at a prede-
termined interval over a set time. For example, for each
successive day that a given patient utilizes the adaptive
lift 100, the electronic controller 300 may reduced the
desired level of support by 5% as the patient develops
strength. From the patient’s mass of X Ib and the desired
level of support Y%, the electronic controller 300 deter-
mines an expected force Z Ib applied to the lift bar 180
by the patient, in which the expected force corresponds
to the patient’s mass of X Ib multiplied by the desired
level of support Y% (i.e., X Ib x Y%).
[0050] At step 902, the integrated scale 181 sends a
signal to the electronic controller 300 that is indicative of
a detected force applied to the lift bar 180, where the
detected force applied to the lift bar 180 may be indicative
of the downward force applied to the lift bar 180 by the
patient as a result of the patient’s body weight. If the
detected force exceeds the expected force, the electronic
controller 300 proceeds to step 903 where the electronic
controller 300 commands the motor 152, 252 to apply
torque to the motor shaft 153, 253 which applies a force
to the linking member 154, 254 to maintain the current
position of the lift bar 180.
[0051] When the desired level of support is less than
100%, the expected force Z Ib is less than the downward
force applied to the lift bar 180 under all of the patient’s
body weight. Accordingly, when the desired level of sup-
port is less than 100%, the detected force applied to the
lift bar 180 will exceed the expected force Z Ib when the
patient is passive and applies all of their body weight to
the lift bar 180. However, when the patient supports them-
selves such that the detected force applied to the lift bar
180 is less than the expected force, the electronic con-
troller 300 commands the motor 152, 252 to lower the lift
bar 180. In some embodiments, the communications
module 302 of the adaptive lift 100 may simultaneously
command the patient support apparatus 400 to rise in

the vertical direction to assist the patient in moving from
the standing position to the sitting position.
[0052] In some embodiments, when the adaptive lift
100 is moving between the standing position and the sit-
ting position and the motor 152, 252 applies force to main-
tain the position of the lift bar 180, the electronic controller
300 may command the communications module 302
and/or the acoustic transducer 304 to emit a signal that
the patient may require assistance.
[0053] If the detected force does not exceed to the ex-
pected force determined at step 901, the electronic con-
troller 300 proceeds to step 904, where the electronic
controller 300 commands the motor 152, 252 to lower
the lift bar 180 in the vertical direction until the patient is
in the sitting position, as shown in FIG. 6. In embodi-
ments, a user may input a signal to the user input 124
which sends a signal the electronic controller 300 to com-
mand the motor 152, 252 to stop rotating once the patient
is in the sitting position, as depicted in FIG. 6. In other
embodiments, the position sensor 170, 270 may send a
signal to the electronic controller 300 indicative of the
position of the lift bar 180 in the vertical direction. Once
the position sensor 170, 270 detects that the adaptive lift
100 is in the sitting position, i.e. is positioned at height
30 in the vertical direction, the electronic controller 300
may command the motor 152, 252 to stop rotating..
[0054] Referring to FIGS. 4, 10, and 11, one embodi-
ment of a method for assisting a patient in walking is
depicted in the flowchart of FIG. 11. The lift bar 180 of
the adaptive lift 100 is positioned and maintained in a
standing position, as shown in FIG. 10. In embodiments,
the height 32 of the lift bar 180 with respect to the base
portion 110 in the standing position may depend upon
various factors, such as the patient’s height.
[0055] Referring to FIG. 11, in a first step 1101, a user
may input a patient’s mass of X lb and a desired level of
support Y% to the user input 124 which sends a signal
to the electronic controller 300 indicative of the patient’s
mass and the desired level of support. In some embod-
iments, the electronic controller 300 may store the pa-
tient’s mass of X Ib, such that a user may only enter the
desired level of support Y% at step 1101. Additionally, in
some embodiments, the electronic controller 300 may
store an initial desired level of support Y% and may suc-
cessively reduce the desired level of support at a prede-
termined interval over a set time. For example, for each
successive day that a given patient utilizes the adaptive
lift 100, the electronic controller 300 may reduced the
desired level of support by 5% as the patient develops
strength. From the patient’s mass of X Ib and the desired
level of support Y%, the electronic controller 300 deter-
mines an expected downward force Z Ib applied to the
lift bar 180 by the patient, in which the expected force
corresponds to the patient’s mass of X Ib multiplied by
the desired level of support Y% (i.e., X Ib x Y%).
[0056] At step 1102, the integrated scale 181 sends a
signal to the electronic controller 300 that is indicative of
a detected force applied to the lift bar 180, where the
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detected force applied to the lift bar 180 may be indicative
of the downward force applied to the lift bar 180 by the
patient as a result of the patient’s body weight. If the
detected force exceeds the expected force, the electronic
controller 300 proceeds to step 1103 where the electronic
controller 300 commands the motor 152, 252 to lower
the lift bar 180 by a predetermined interval. In embodi-
ments, the predetermined interval may be less than 6
inches. In other embodiments, the predetermined inter-
val is less than 4 inches. In still other embodiments, the
predetermined interval is between 1 inch and 10 inches,
inclusive of the endpoints. The electronic controller 300
then proceeds to step 1102 and determines again if the
detected force is greater than the expected force.
[0057] If the detected force does not exceed to the ex-
pected force determined at step 1101, the electronic con-
troller 300 proceeds to step 1104, where the electronic
controller 300 commands the motor 152, 252 to lower
the lift bar 180 by a predetermined interval. In embodi-
ments, the predetermined interval may be less than 6
inches. In other embodiments, the predetermined inter-
val is less than 4 inches. In still other embodiments, the
predetermined interval is between 1 inch and 10 inches,
inclusive of the endpoints. The electronic controller 300
then proceeds to step 1102 and determines again if the
detected force is greater than the expected force.
[0058] In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 11, the
steps of determining if the detected force is greater than
the expected force (i.e., step 1102) and the step of de-
termining if the detected force is less than the expected
force (i.e., step 1104) are described and depicted in a
specific order. However, it should be understood that
these steps may be performed in any order and may even
be performed simultaneously.
[0059] When the desired level of support is less than
100%, the expected force is less than the downward force
applied to the lift bar 180 under all of the patient’s body
weight. Accordingly, when the desired level of support is
less than 100%, the detected force applied to the lift bar
180 will exceed the expected force when the patient ap-
plies all of their body weight or more of their body weight
to the lift bar 180 than is expected at the desired level of
support. In some instances, the patient may apply all of
their body weight or more of their body weight to the lift
bar 180 than is expected when the lift bar 180 is posi-
tioned at a height that prohibits the patient from support-
ing themselves. In other words, when the lift bar 180 is
positioned too high for a particular patient to support
themselves, the patient may apply downward force to the
lift bar 180 that exceeds the expected force Z Ib. By low-
ering the lift bar 180 by the predetermined interval when
the detected force exceeds the expected force, the adap-
tive lift 100 may lower the lift bar 180 by the predetermined
interval such that the patient can adequately support
themselves while walking.
[0060] Conversely, when the detected force applied to
the lift bar 180 is less than the expected force, the lift bar
180 may be positioned too low to adequately support the

patient at the desired level of support. Accordingly, by
raising the lift bar 180 by the predetermined interval when
the detected force applied to the lift bar 180 is less than
the expected force, the adaptive lift 100 may raise the lift
bar 180 such that the adaptive lift 100 may provide sup-
port at the desired support level.
[0061] In embodiments, the distance that the adaptive
lift 100 may lower or raise the lift bar 180 in the vertical
direction while assisting a patient in walking may be re-
stricted to a defined range, for example based on the
patient’s height and the shape of the sling 182 (FIG. 2).
In embodiments, a user such as a rehabilitation specialist
may input or set a walking height for an individual patient,
such as the height 32 shown in FIG. 10, into the user
input 124. When the adaptive lift 100 is used to assist a
patient walking, the lift bar 180 may not be positioned
lower than 12 inches below the height 32 (FIG. 10) in the
vertical direction, and the lift bar 180 may not be posi-
tioned higher than 12 inches above the height 32 in the
vertical direction. In other embodiments, the lift bar 180
may not be positioned lower than 6 inches below the
height 32 in the vertical direction, and the lift bar 180 may
not be positioned higher than 6 inches above the height
32 in the vertical direction.
[0062] In some embodiments, the defined range of the
vertical position of the lift bar 180 while the adaptive lift
100 is assisting a patient walking may be based directly
on an individual patient’s height. For example, a user
may input the patient’s height into the user input 124, and
the lift bar 180 may not be positioned lower than the pa-
tient’s height in the vertical direction. In some embodi-
ments, the lift bar 180 may not be positioned lower than
the patient’s height in the vertical direction and may not
be positioned higher than 24 inches above the patient’s
height in the vertical direction.
[0063] It should now be understood adaptive lifts ac-
cording to the present disclosure include a braking sys-
tems that selectively stabilizes the adaptive lift. In some
embodiments, the adaptive lifts include lift systems in-
cluding an integrated scale communicatively coupled to
an electronic controller, in which the integrated scale
communicates a detected of force a patient is applying
to the adaptive lift. A user, such as a rehabilitation spe-
cialist may set a desired level of support provided by the
adaptive lift. Using the detected force and the desired
level of support, the adaptive lift may assist a patient
through certain movements, including moving from a sit-
ting position to a standing position, moving from a stand-
ing position to a sitting position, and walking. As the pa-
tient regains strength, the rehabilitation specialist may
successively reduce the desired level of support, de-
creasing patient reliance on the adaptive lift.
[0064] It is noted that the terms "substantially" and
"about" may be utilized herein to represent the inherent
degree of uncertainty that may be attributed to any quan-
titative comparison, value, measurement, or other rep-
resentation. These terms are also utilized herein to rep-
resent the degree by which a quantitative representation
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may vary from a stated reference without resulting in a
change in the basic function of the subject matter at issue.
[0065] While particular embodiments have been illus-
trated and described herein, it should be understood that
various other changes and modifications may be made.
Moreover, although various features have been de-
scribed herein, such features need not be utilized in com-
bination.
[0066] Embodiments of the invention can be described
with reference to the following numbered clauses, with
preferred features laid out in the dependent clauses:

1. An adaptive lift system comprising:

a base portion comprising a plurality of rollers;
a lift portion coupled to the base portion, the lift
portion comprising a mast extending upward
from the base portion in a vertical direction and
a lift arm coupled to the mast;
a lift system coupled to the base portion and the
lift arm, wherein the lift system raises and lowers
the lift arm with respect to the base portion in
the vertical direction, the lift system comprising:

an electronic controller comprising a proc-
essor and a memory storing computer read-
able and executable instructions;
a motor communicatively coupled to the
electronic controller;
a linking member engaged with the motor;
a lift bar coupled to the lift system, the lift
bar comprising an integrated scale posi-
tioned within the lift bar and communicative-
ly coupled to the electronic controller; and
a user input communicatively coupled to the
electronic controller.

2. The adaptive lift system of clause 1, wherein when
the computer readable and executable instructions
are executed by the processor, the lift system:

receives a patient weight and a desired level of
support; and
commands the motor to apply force to the linking
member such that the linking member applies
an upward force on the lift bar that corresponds
to the patient weight multiplied by the desired
level of support.

3. The adaptive lift system of clause 1, wherein when
the computer readable and executable instructions
are executed by the processor, the lift system:

receives a patient weight and a desired level of
support;
determines an expected force that corresponds
to the patient weight multiplied by the desired
level of support;

detects a detected force applied to the lift bar
with the integrated scale;
commands the motor to apply force to the linking
member to maintain the lift bar when the detect-
ed force exceeds the expected force.

4. The adaptive lift system of clause 3, wherein when
the computer readable and executable instructions
are executed by the processor, the lift system further
commands the motor to lower the lift bar in the ver-
tical direction when the detected force does not ex-
ceed the expected force.
5. The adaptive lift system of clause 1, wherein when
the computer readable and executable instructions
are executed by the processor, the lift system:

receives a patient weight and a desired level of
support;
determines an expected force that corresponds
to the patient weight multiplied by the desired
level of support;
detects a detected force applied to the lift bar
with the integrated scale;
commands the motor to lower the lift bar by a
predetermined interval in the vertical direction
when the detected force exceeds the expected
force.

6. The adaptive lift system of clause 11, wherein
when the computer readable and executable instruc-
tions are executed by the processor, the lift system:

receives a patient weight and a desired level of
support;
determines an expected force that corresponds
to the patient weight multiplied by the desired
level of support;
detects a detected force applied to the lift bar
with the integrated scale;
commands the motor to raise the lift bar by a
predetermined interval in the vertical direction
when the detected force exceeds the expected
force.

7. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
further comprising a call button communicatively
coupled to the electronic controller.
8. The adaptive lift system of clause 7, further com-
prising an acoustic transducer communicatively cou-
pled to the electronic controller, wherein the call but-
ton selectively engages the acoustic transducer.
9. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
further comprising a communications module com-
municatively coupled to the electronic controller,
wherein the communications module emits a wire-
less signal.
10. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
further comprising a position sensor coupled to the
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lift arm and communicatively coupled to the electron-
ic controller.
11. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
wherein the motor comprises a one-way ratchet that,
when engaged, allows the linking member to move
in a first direction while prohibiting the linking mem-
ber from moving in a second direction.
12. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
wherein the motor comprises a position sensor that
detects a position of the linking member with respect
to a motor base of the motor.
13. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
wherein the linking member is directly and severally
coupled to the lift bar.
14. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
wherein the lift arm is pivotally coupled to the mast.
15. The adaptive lift system of any preceding clause,
wherein the lift bar is severally coupled to the lift arm.

Claims

1. An adaptive lift comprising: a base portion compris-
ing a plurality of rollers; a lift portion coupled to the
base portion, the lift portion comprising a mast ex-
tending upward from the base portion in a vertical
direction and a lift arm coupled to the mast; a lift
system coupled to the base portion and the lift arm;
a lift bar severally coupled to the lift system, wherein
the lift system raises and lowers the lift bar with re-
spect to the base portion in the vertical direction; a
support arm pivotally coupled to the mast and posi-
tioned above the base portion in the vertical direc-
tion; and a braking system coupled to the support
arm, the braking system comprising a release handle
that selectively repositions the braking system be-
tween an engaged position, in which the braking sys-
tem prevents rotation of the plurality of rollers, and
a disengaged position, in which the plurality of rollers
may rotate.

2. The adaptive lift of claim 1, wherein the braking sys-
tem further comprises foot pedals coupled to the plu-
rality of rollers, wherein the foot pedals selectively
position the braking system in the engaged position.

3. The adaptive lift of claim 1, wherein the base portion
comprises a first leg that extends in a longitudinal
direction and a second leg that extends in the longi-
tudinal direction, wherein the first leg and the second
leg are spaced apart from each other in a lateral di-
rection.

4. The adaptive lift of claim 1, wherein the lift system
comprises a motor coupled to the base portion and
a linking member coupled to the motor.

5. The adaptive lift of claim 4, wherein the lift system

further comprises a driven member coupled to the
lift arm, wherein the driven member is engaged with
the linking member.

6. The adaptive lift of claim 4, where in the motor com-
prises a one-way ratchet that when engaged allows
the linking member to move in a first direction while
prohibiting the linking member from rotating in a sec-
ond direction.

7. The adaptive lift of claim 4, wherein the linking mem-
ber is directly and severally coupled to the lift bar.

8. The adaptive lift of claim 7, wherein the motor com-
prises a position sensor that detects a position of the
linking member with respect to a motor base of the
motor.

9. The adaptive lift of claim 1, wherein the lift arm is
pivotally coupled to the mast.

10. The adaptive lift of claim 9, further comprising a po-
sition sensor coupled to the lift arm, wherein the po-
sition sensor detects a position of the lift arm with
respect to the mast.
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